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The constant churning of change and the erasure of memory is part of the
destruction and production that is occurring at every moment in our cities.
Is it possible to describe a set of design strategies—one which produces an
explicit display of the past and its evolution to our present—that allow for
a more nuanced and subtle manipulation of our built history? In an effort
to match an absence with all of its opposites, the project presented here is
an intervention to the urban fabric that is an exercise in both erasure and
elimination with a parallel suggestion for renewal and regeneration.
The site to be explored is in New York City, Manhattan Island, located at the
Upper East Side institution: The Frick Collection. The building complex
was originally a 1906 Fake Home for the Robber Baron Henry Clay Frick, a
residence designed at the start to eventually become a public art museum. The
neoclassical structure has a recent addition of a small south garden (60 feet by
85 feet) designed by the British amateur gardener Russell Page in 1977. Page
was considered by some as “a true son of Le Nôtre,”1 with additional parentage
by Bertie Wooster. He showed his British eccentricity at times, such as when he
derided the nearby Central Park as “a stunted travesty of an English eighteenth
century park struggling to survive on the architectural sterile rock of Manhattan
Island.”2 The Frick garden is a spare essay in formal landscape design with a
central rectangular lily pond on a lawn, a casual symmetry of trees (Crab apple
and Kentucky yellowwood) in the center, and more random plantings with a
trellis along the perimeter.

1
Anderton Stephen, Lives of
the Great Gardeners (London:
Thames & Hudson, 2016), 116.
2
Page Russell, The Education
of a Gardener, 1962 first
printing (New York: New York
Review, reprint 2007), 313.

The garden is centered on and tied directly to an equally eccentric piece of
architecture: the 1970s addition for the Reception Hall Pavilion designed
by John Barrington Bayley. The mostly small, one room addition is a strictly
classical essay with Ionic columns, wood paneled walls on the interior, and
arched openings directed to the garden, which is itself encircled by walls of
rusticated limestone. The production of this shockingly early imitation of a
classical folly was most probably the first attack against Modernism in that city,
seen by the Modernist architects as simply a bizarre fantasy.
The garden opens on its short south side to the sidewalk along east 70th
Street, enclosed by a twelve-foot tall cast iron decorative fence and entry
gate (the gate has unique images of miniature gates, or aedicule, as part of its
decorative design). The total effect is of a calm small side garden, sympathetic
to the original 1906 structure, but completely enclosed and inaccessible from
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Figure 1
Pencil sketch of Frick garden
by Russell Page (1977)

3
www.unitetosavethefrick.
org website accessed on
December 31, 2016 and
the full text of the petition
is on www.change.org/p/
tell-the-frick-withdrawyour-destructive-plan . The
last site had a noted 6,179
supporters of the petition.

street or museum. Its general organization and size seem in parallel with the
fad for Vest Pocket Parks that were publicized and produced in Manhattan
contemporaneously. The Frick garden illustrates the difference between a
contemporary American garden that needs to be “lived in” and a traditional
European garden that means to be “looked at.”
In 2014, the Museum announced that the pavilion and park would be removed,
and a new ten story addition to the Museum, designed by Davis Brody Bond,
built over it. Immediately, an impromptu anglophile organization, United to
Save the Frick, was organized in protest.3 The New York Times architecture
and cultural critic Michael Kimmelman wrote an article of objection that
surprisingly gave very little enthusiasm for the garden design itself, but
perfectly described the moment of bad luck that the Frick Collection had
chosen to announce their new addition. That moment was the tail-end of
several badly received proposed and actual demolitions of quality buildings in
the city that had added up to produce an atmosphere of immediate hostility
towards any new insult to the New York City preservation movement. In this
case, the political attitude of NIMBY (Not in My Backyard) had become
NIMFG (Not in My F***ing Garden), although some said the acronym merely
meant “Not in My Frick Garden.”
The following quote from Mr. Kimmelman highlights what, to me, was the most
important rallying cry for the preservation protest.
New Yorkers have seen the consequences of trustee
restlessness and real estate magical thinking, which
destroy or threaten to undo favorite buildings. Not so long
ago, the Morgan Library & Museum, another Gilded Age
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landmark, built an addition that flopped. The New York
Public Library wanted to disembowel its historic building
at 42nd Street before thinking better of it. The Museum of
Modern Art’s demolition of the American Folk Art Museum
building, a once-cherished institution but today the object
of widespread derision, is probably what finally tipped
some invisible scale of public tolerance against the culture
of market capitalism and arrogant growth. The city’s truest
anti-MoMA, the Frick, becomes the latest front in a larger
battle to prevent nonprofit outposts of civilization from
falling prey to the bigger-is-better paradigm.4
Later that year, the Frick conceded defeat in the battle field of public opinion
and retreated to develop new studies for the addition and fight another day.
I have tried here to show that the tense public argument regarding the Frick
Garden did not allow for any compromises to arise, or be accepted. There was
one independent architectural alternative proposed (and dismissed), but in
reality, the choices were, in terms first defined by the architect Robert Venturi,
an “either-or” situation and never a “both-and” possibility.5
The contradiction of a cordoned-off and inaccessible small lawn space being
presented as an urban public necessity was a glaringly obvious confusion of ends
and means. To elaborate on this surreal condition, Park in a Prison is a design
developed to show that the demolition of the garden, resulting in an “absence,”
can be executed such that a “trace” of the original can always remain. I am also
using terms proposed by the French philosopher Jacques Derrida, who made a
distinction of “presence” as an absolute truth and “absence” as an imitation or
copy.6

Figure 2
Davis Brody Bond rendering
for the south façade of the
new Frick Collection addition
(2014)

4
Michael Kimmelman, “The
Case Against a Mammoth
Frick Collection Addition”,
The New York Times, July
30 , 2014.
5
Rober Venturi, Complexity and
Contradiction in Architecture,
The Museum of Modern Art
papers on Architecture (New
York: MOMA, 1966), 23.

6
For further discussion
of these terms and topic
see Jacques Derrida, Of
Grammatology, 1976 first
English edition (John Hopkins
University Press: Baltimore
Maryland, 2016).
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To achieve this linguistic trick, a new wall along east 70th Street is constructed
to present the same garden, but tilted to a vertical orientation, using the new
techniques of Green Wall Façade, with the central pond reinterpreted as a
vertical drizzle fountain. The height of this “plan that becomes an elevation”
is surprisingly the same as the adjacent townhouse, making it a perfect fit for
the urban context. This design works as a “both-and” condition: existing as a
simulacrum of a garden and an actual place of greenery at the same time.
This concept is then extended to allow for alternative designs of a distorted
scale, collage-like blackboard that the real inhabitants of the museum and
the historic landscape paintings inside the building present themselves in a
continual dialog with the city pedestrians about the myths and illusions of a
man-made landscape.

7
Ashton Dore, Fragonard
in the Universe of Painting
(Washington D.C.:
Smithsonian Institute
Press, 1988), 146.
8
Witold Rybczynski, A
Clearing in the Distance,
Frederick Law Olmsted (New
York: Scribner, 1999), 174.
Full quote: “ …the
picturesque outlines of the
park would be the result of
considerable artifice.”

As demonstration, I present two of the four famous paintings from the The
Progress of Love series, Pursuit and Reverie by Honoré Fragonard (1773). These
paintings were commissioned by the King Louis XV for his infamous mistress
Madame du Barry, to be part of her new pleasure pavilion, built by ClaudeNicholas Ledoux in 1771 overlooking the Seine. However, she did not like the
finished works, and dismissed them, which enraged Fragonard who later traded
them for a rent payment. The theme of the paintings is one of the Pastoral,
but instead of illustrating shepherds in the fields, they were fevered dreams of
the well-dressed ruling class playing naughty seduction games in the garden.
The landscape displayed is not the formal French gardens of the time period,
but something wild and ungroomed. As the historian Dore Ashton noted on
these specific artworks, “A cultivated garden gives way to uncontained growth;
faint remains of trellises, a small fence and other once-functional formal
garden furniture of a civilized estate are all but erased in the hectic profusion
of flowers, shrubs and lofty trees.”7 The use of these paintings here allows for
subtle layering of meaning and information. Using them as a construct allows
for their reading simultaneously as a museum advertising bill-board, a memory
of a lost garden, and a separate opinion on the relationship of man and the
natural world, located less than 100 yards from Central Park, the city’s largest
man-made illusion of nature. Another work of sublime art and uncanny artifice.8
In the production of this artificial construct, I have found that, by using the
previous Davis Brody Bond Architects design, certain realities intrude, as the
required bronze loading dock doors that establish a graphic edit disrupt some
of the images while reinforcing others. For the Fragonard paintings, the doors
become part of the base of an obelisk, or a modesty screen for some shy young
ladies in the painting. A third alternative was developed where the doors, acting
as a void, align with the fireplace opening in the reproduction of the museum
interior wall designed around its famous painting Saint Jerome by El Greco (the
saint is the patron of archeologists, librarians, translators, and illusionists).
Here, the entire wooden wall assembly is enlarged such that the original 10foot high pilasters are now 60 feet in height, so as to bring the interior ceiling
molding to the size and height of the building cornice next door.

Epilogue or Denouement
I would like to change the tone and manner of this essay to collect and
summarize the separated and seemly random characters by presenting the
conclusion as the final Act in a theatrical murder mystery. This may be unusual,
but it allows for a repetition of some ideas within a new and more entertaining
context. The very means and style of the “story within the story” reinforces the
point of this exercise.
Act Three
The inspector, with the deep voice of the narrator, has collected all the guests and
suspects in the great classical atrium of the Mansion/ Museum. The question is who
tried to kill beauty, destroy art, and threaten the entire populace of the city.
With his calm demeanor, he steps ominously past each of the personalities lined up
in a row. There is the Robber Baron who made a home, deceptively organized, to be
a future museum. His staff of obedient servants: butlers, gardeners, and architects.
There is John Barrington Bayley, who made a tiny ticket hall into a secret dagger
to the heart of modernism, and the amateur designer Russell Page who puffed up
“un petite jardin” into his own little Versailles. Continuing, there follows a gaggle
of contemporary administrators and architects, all holding presentation drawings
ready to erase the sins of their fathers in order to create their own sins of omission
and absence. Further down the line are the journalist, the artist, the saint, and the
prostitute. Each one has in their own way created an illusion of moral rectitude that
thinly disguises an alternate motivation.
In the background shadows, we have two famous men of history; Ledoux and
Venturi, nervously confused as to how they arrived in this story, and hoping for a
speedy exit.
The inspector clears his throat, and the assembly leans forward in anticipation of the
final answer. He calmly puts down his pipe, round glasses, and bowler hat and, to
the surprise of all, also removes his fake nose, fake chin, and clip-on bow tie. There
in tweeds and a shock of white hair, is the French philosopher Jacques Derrida. But
with a smile and wave of his hand, he pulls off his wig and academic suit to reveal the
shaved head and black uniform of yet another architect, who briefly bows and then
leads everyone to the outside entry, thanking all those actors and audience members
who have attended. He closes the garden gate shut and then locks it securely. Like
a magician’s trick, the garden has disappeared, and in its place is an illusion of a
garden.
The journey of the story was how to find a way to accept the change—
that if this small patch of greenery is subtracted from the city (the great
crime to be solved), its trace and transformation to a vertical façade of
illusions makes its “absence” a memory of something that was always an
untouchable dream.
“The simulacrum is never what conceals the truth—it is truth that hides the fact that
there is none. The simulacrum is the only truth”
—Jean Baudrillard9
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9
Mark Poster, introduction
to Jean Baudrillard,
Selected Writings (Stanford:
Stanford University Press,
1988), 166.
This quote is listed as from
Ecclesiastes but that is
probably a fabrication by
Baudrillard.
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Void In The City
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Park In A Prison
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Final Condition
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REVERIE BY FRAGONARD
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PURSUIT BY FRAGONARD
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SAINT JEROME BY EL GRECO
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